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In academic and diplomatic debates about so-called autonomous weapons systems (AWS), a watchword has rapidly gained ground across the opinion spectrum: All weapons systems, including autonomous ones, should remain under human control. While references to the human control element were already present in early documents on AWS,¹ the U.K.-based NGO Article 36 must be credited for putting it in the center of the discussion by circulating, since 2013, a series of reports and policy papers making the case for establishing meaningful human control (MHC) over individual attacks as a legal requirement under international law.²

Unlike the calls for a preemptive ban on AWS, the notion of MHC has been met with substantial interest by a number of states. This response is explainable by a variety of converging factors. To begin with, human control is an easily understandable concept that “is accessible to a broad range of governments and publics regardless of their degree of technical knowledge”; it therefore provides the international community with a “common language for discussion” on AWS.³ A second feature contributing to the success of the notion of MHC is its
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“constructive ambiguity,” which may prove helpful in bridging the gap between various positions expressed at the international level on the AWS issue. Third, and finally, the notion allows one to shift the focus of the AWS debate from a recalcitrant definitional problem, requiring one to draw precise boundaries between automation and autonomy in weapons systems, to a normative problem, requiring one to specify what kinds and levels of human control ought to be exerted over weapons systems in general. Unlike the former definitional problem, the latter normative problem appears to be more tractable and more likely to be successfully addressed through negotiations. In this perspective, it was correctly underlined that one should not look at MHC necessarily as a “solution” to the ethical and legal concerns raised by autonomy in weapons systems. Rather, MHC indicates the right “approach” to cope with them.

And indeed, growing attention to the issue of human control has emerged from diplomatic talks that have been taking place in Geneva within the Group of Governmental Experts on Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems (GGE), established by the State Parties to the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW). In addition to those State Parties explicitly endorsing the call for an MHC requirement, most delegations taking part in the CCW proceedings underscored the importance of this issue in both their official speeches and their working papers. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) expressed concerns for the “loss of human control and judgement in the use of force and weapons” in a ground-breaking position paper from May 12, 2021. These concerns motivated the ICRC’s call for new legally binding rules on AWS.

These converging views are coherent with the guiding principles formulated by the GGE, which were endorsed by the High Contracting Parties to the CCW in November 2019. In particular, principle (b) posits that “human responsibility for decisions on the use of lethal force must be retained.” This is, however, exactly where the international consensus stops. As many commentators have pointed out, it is far from settled—even among those favoring an MHC requirement—what its actual content should be or, to put it more sharply, what is normatively demanded to make human control over weapon systems truly “meaningful.” This is exactly the issue that we address in this article, so as to fill the MHC placeholder with more precise contents, grounded in major ethical and legal concerns expressed in scholarly, diplomatic, and political debates about AWS.

First, we briefly review the main stumbling blocks in building a satisfactory definition of AWS; in other words, in building one that is sufficiently precise and that
is neither overly restrictive nor overly permissive. As mentioned above, these persisting impediments speak clearly in favor of shifting the focus of ethical and legal debates away from definitions of AWS and toward a specification of MHC contents. To lay the groundwork for identifying the core components of MHC, we examine ethical and legal arguments from the AWS debate, which selectively concern *jus in bello* principles of distinction, proportionality, and precaution; responsibility ascription; and human dignity protection. We then argue that these ethical and legal arguments concur to pinpoint distinctive human obligations regarding weapons systems control. These obligations constrain human-weapon shared control by retaining for human agents the roles of “fail-safe actor,” “accountability attractor,” and “moral agency enactor.” We maintain that uniform models of human control—that is, those applying one size of human control to all weapons systems and uses thereof—fail to properly accommodate these normative requirements. Hence the need for an MHC framework that is both “differentiated,” in rejecting uniform solutions to the issue of human control, and “principled,” in favoring solutions that invariably retain the fail-safe, accountability, and moral agency roles for humans in human-weapon interactions. We additionally argue for “prudential” solutions, chiefly by appealing to epistemic uncertainties about AWS behaviors. The prudential solution we advance here imposes by default higher levels of human control of target selection and engagement processes; designated exceptions to this default rule are admitted solely on the basis of an international agreement entered into by states for specific weapons systems and uses thereof, provided that lower levels of human control are by consensus found sufficient to meet the fail-safe actor, accountability attractor, and moral agency enactor requirements. Finally, we suggest that the outlined differentiated, principled, and prudential framework provides a most appropriate normative basis for both national arms review policies and any international legal instrument enshrining the MHC requirement (such as a possible Protocol VI to the CCW).

**Escaping the Definitional Conundrum: What Is the “Autonomy” of Weapons Systems?**

Despite what extensive diplomatic debates on the legality of AWS might suggest, agreement is still lacking among states as to what qualifies a weapons system as being “autonomous.” However, discussion about this core issue is not fragmented into myriad competing notions of “autonomy.” Rather, it is polarized around two
basic understandings of autonomy, epitomized by the respective definitions advanced by the Ministry of Defence (MoD) in the U.K. and the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD).

The MoD sets a very demanding requirement for a weapons system to be autonomous. Indeed, the MoD’s Joint Doctrine publications devoted to unmanned aircraft systems defines AWS as systems “capable of understanding higher level intent and direction,” and thus as being able “to take appropriate action to bring about the desired state.”¹¹ Even though this condition falls short of equating AWS with moral agents that are free and capable of acting on their genuine intentions,¹² the requirement is still a tall order for a machine to satisfy. Neither existing nor foreseeable weapons systems genuinely comprehend the meaning of higher-level goals and intentions. And no educated guess is currently available about the prospect and timeline of their development. Thus, weapons systems that are genuinely autonomous according to the MoD construal are projected into an undetermined technological future. As a consequence, if one were to follow this definition, ethical and legal discussions about AWS would be simply premature, insofar as they would concern technological possibilities that are far removed in time.

Upon closer examination, the MoD construal is affected by some conceptual flaws. First, the MoD’s Joint Doctrine documents propose a problematic distinction between autonomous and automated/automatic weapons systems. The existing weapons systems that perform some given tasks without human control are described as “automated” or “automatic” (but not autonomous), in that they are “programmed to logically follow a predefined set of rules in order to provide an outcome” as a “response to inputs from one or more sensors.”¹³ This distinction is blind to the fact that a variety of existing weapons systems act in response to sensor inputs without having been programmed to logically follow a predefined set of rules. Indeed, a major goal of machine-learning techniques is to develop systems performing perception-action cycles without explicitly programming their rules of behavior.

Equally problematic in the MoD’s Joint Doctrine documents are the alleged differences between the respective predictability profiles of autonomous and automatic weapons. The outputs of an automatic weapons system are claimed to be entirely foreseeable once “the set of rules under which it is operating” are known. In contrast with this, in an autonomous system only “the overall activity . . . will be predictable,” while “individual actions may not be.”¹⁴ This proposed
distinction belittles the difficulty of predicting precisely what computational or robotic systems do on the basis of their programmed rules of behavior, without taking into account how the environment contributes to shaping their course of action. In particular, unstructured and surprise-inducing warfare scenarios—think, for instance, of urban warfare—may challenge predictions that are exclusively based on knowledge of the weapons system’s set of rules. We elaborate further on this point in later sections, in connection with both human control issues and the prudential MHC approach that we advocate.

Turning now to the second definitional pole, the DoD Directive 3000.09, “Autonomy in Weapon Systems,” is remarkably absent of any attempt to capture what autonomy is in terms of high-level intent or comprehension, an unpredictability system profile, or programmed or learned sets of rules. This directive instead introduces a functional, task-oriented criterion by which weapons systems count as autonomous: a weapons system must be able, after activation, to “select and engage targets without further intervention by a human operator.” It is of the utmost relevance for the international debate on AWS that the DoD definition was embraced by the ICRC, which refers to AWS as “weapons that can independently select and attack targets,” and by Human Rights Watch, which describes AWS as “weapons that could select and engage targets without human intervention.” Thus, this formulation of the central properties of autonomy has the support of crucial international stakeholders: the most powerful and technologically advanced military power, the foremost international humanitarian organization, and the global coordinator of the coalition of NGOs advocating a ban on AWS (the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots). Against this backdrop, the more restrictive requirement adopted by the MoD was even challenged domestically in the U.K. by the House of Lords Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence as being “out of step” with the broad understanding of “autonomy” generally agreed upon at the international level.

Unlike the MoD definition, which projects AWS into an undetermined technological future, the DoD definition accommodates a number of presently operating weapons systems. These include antimateriel defense systems, like Germany’s Nächstbereichschutzsystem (NBS) MANTIS and Israel’s Iron Dome; active protective systems for vehicles, like the South African–Swedish LEDS-150 Land-Electronic Defense System; loitering weapons, like Israel’s antiradiation Harpy NG (New Generation) system; a variety of offensive fire-and-forget munitions, like the U.K.’s Brimstone missile in one of its operative modes; and...
stationary robotic sentinels, like South Korea’s Super aEgis II, which patrols the border between North and South Korea. Arguably, even landmines satisfy the DoD definition.20

By the yardstick of the DoD definition, ethical and legal issues surrounding AWS concern weapons systems that are under development or already exist. An exemplary case is provided by Israel’s Harpy NG loitering munition system, which is able to overfly assigned areas for up to nine hours in search of enemy radar sources to shoot down without human operators having to intervene after activation. The Harpy NG’s extended time window for loitering, along with its limited perceptual-discrimination capacities, raises ethical and legal concerns about its autonomous target selection and engagement functions, especially in dynamic warfare scenarios where civilians and civilian objects may suddenly come into sight. At the same time, however, one should carefully note that other systems satisfying the DoD definition are not equally problematic from a normative perspective—such as the NBS MANTIS and the Iron Dome—given their intended use as antimateriel defense systems.

From an ethical and legal standpoint, one has so far been confronted with an overly restrictive and overly inclusive definition. The overly restrictive MoD definition defers to an undetermined future in which “genuine” AWS will be developed, thereby neglecting the ethical and legal concerns about the autonomous targeting activities of the various existing systems. The overly inclusive DoD definition puts in the same basket antimateriel defense systems, loitering munitions like the Harpy NG, and any future offense system that one may imagine operating autonomously in the fog of war. Hence, this definition does not distinguish existing weapons systems endowed with ethically and legally problematic sorts of autonomy (such as the Harpy) from the less problematic systems, such as the NBS MANTIS and Iron Dome, whose autonomy in identifying and engaging targets has gone unchallenged in international fora.

Robert Sparrow has advanced a definition of AWS that occupies a middle ground between the above overly restrictive and overly inclusive definitions:

I understand an “autonomous” weapon as one that is capable of being tasked with identifying possible targets and choosing which to attack without human oversight, and that is sufficiently complex such that, even when it is functioning perfectly, there remains some uncertainty about which objects and/or persons it will attack and why. This admittedly rough-and-ready definition represents my attempt to single out an
interesting category of systems while avoiding entering into an extended and difficult argument about the precise nature of machine autonomy.\textsuperscript{21}

This definition is intuitively appealing, as it points to a normatively interesting category of existing or technologically plausible AWS. However, by relying on the idea of a system that is “sufficiently complex,” this definition introduces additional issues of precision and usability. To make this definition more precise, one should identify which uses of the word “complexity” (for example, physical, computational, informational, cognitive, relating to the system’s operational environment or even of its internal functional organization) are relevant here. And to make the definition usable to discriminate between AWS and other weapons systems, one has to set out an appropriate measure of complexity.

Let us take stock. From a normative standpoint, the DoD approach must be preferred over the MoD approach, as the latter sweeps under the rug substantive ethical and legal issues about the autonomy of existing weapons systems. However, as shown by Sparrow’s discussion, one cannot take the DoD’s functional description as a normatively interesting definition of AWS. Hence, we take it to express a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the kind of autonomy one is interested in examining from a distinctively normative perspective.

In the absence of precise and conceptually adequate definitions, the necessary condition expressed by the DoD definition affords a sensible starting point for ethical and legal discussions of autonomy in weapons systems. Indeed, this condition enables one to focus on machines controlling exactly those functions that constitute the main source of ethical and legal concerns, namely the replacement of human decision-makers in the performance of morally sensitive tasks governed by international (humanitarian) law. The wording chosen by the ICRC captures exactly this source of concern, as it refers to “the critical functions of selecting and attacking targets.”\textsuperscript{22} It is indeed the permission to let machines perform those critical functions without human intervention and the proposal of preserving MHC over those critical functions that the whole normative debate on AWS ultimately revolves around. However, as intimated by Sparrow’s attempt to find a more stringent definition of an autonomous weapon, due attention must be paid to the fact that ethical and legal concerns are mostly about AWS that satisfy the DoD condition and are based on advanced technologies for artificial perception and decision-making.\textsuperscript{23} At the same time, however, the relatively simple Harpy NG is a stark reminder that this is not necessarily the case.
The Ethical and Legal Case for Meaningful Human Control

In this section, we argue that distinctive MHC contents emerge from an effort to make operational various reflections on AWS that are carried out in the light of just war theory, ICL, and concerns about the protection of human dignity.\(^4\)

**Just War Principles and Humans as Fail-Safe Actors**

Just war theory distinguishes between just and unjust ways for soldiers to fight in armed conflicts and provides moral criteria to judge warfare actions on this basis. These criteria prominently include the noncombatant’s right to immunity and the proper moral balances between the means and the ends of military action.\(^5\) These pillars of just war theory found their way into international humanitarian law (IHL)—notably in the principles of distinction, proportionality, and precaution that are enshrined in the 1977 Additional Protocols to the Geneva Convention.

Compliance with IHL is a focal point of ethical and legal debates about AWS. In the early days of this debate, Ronald Arkin expressed his concern for the poor record of human compliance with norms governing the warfare conduct of belligerent parties. He suggested that “ethically restrained” AWS might abide “by the internationally agreed upon Laws of War” better than human war fighters have, as these machines may be programmed with more conservative engagement policies; may reduce battlefield victims by more precise targeting; and may dispense with fear, anger, frustration, and other mental strains conducive to human violations of IHL. However, Arkin signaled “daunting problems” that needed to be addressed before developing IHL-compliant AWS (such as “the development of effective perceptual algorithms capable of superior target discrimination capabilities”). And he did not take it for granted that “this venture will be successful.”\(^6\) Arkin’s technology assessment entails that the current and foreseeable AWS fail to meet, in many warfare situations, the benchmark represented by properly trained and conscientious human soldiers.\(^7\)

One cannot exclude, therefore, the idea that present and foreseeable AWS may incur violations of the IHL principle of distinction that trained and conscientious soldiers would hardly be prone to. Notably, systems developed by means of current machine-learning technologies were demonstrated by adversarial testing to be prone to unexpected, counterintuitive, and potentially catastrophic mistakes that a human operator would easily detect and avoid.\(^8\) Vivid examples are learning...
perceptual systems that were found by adversarial testing to mistake school buses (protected by the distinction principle) for ostriches and turtles for rifles. Contrary to what widespread recourse to anthropomorphic language may suggest, human and autonomous decision-making processes indeed remain qualitatively different and are likely to err in qualitatively different ways. The source of such qualitative differences lies in what AI experts call the “semantic gap.” This expression indicates the fact that machines do not perceive the world in the same way as humans. Accordingly, granting (for the sake of argument) that the overall performance of AWS will come to match or even statistically surpass the performance of human combatants still does not entail that this will occur in each and every situation. Even the most sophisticated weapon may commit (or be induced to commit) disastrous mistakes from an IHL perspective—mistakes that might have been avoided if a human operator had been substantively involved in the decision-making loop. In light of complementary strengths and weaknesses of human and machine capabilities, it is thus questionable whether the elimination of human judgment and supervision is compatible with the obligation to take all feasible precautions to prevent disproportionate damage to the civilian population.

The belief that AWS may violate the IHL principles of distinction and proportionality is regarded as a “serious possibility” across the wide spectrum of positions emerging from the AWS debate. Indeed, its negation is not included, to the best of our knowledge, in the belief set of any qualified participant in this ethical and legal debate. This serious possibility in itself speaks in favor of maintaining MHC over AWS in order to avoid the occurrence of such IHL violations. Thus, humans involved in human-weapon shared control ought to play the role of fail-safe actors who take due care of situations that engineered fail-safe systems may not adequately deal with in the foreseeable technological future.

**Epistemic Uncertainties and War Crimes**

A second cluster of issues in the AWS debate revolves around the so-called accountability (or responsibility) gap problem; in particular, around the question of whether the removal of human operators from the targeting decision-making processes would hinder responsibility ascriptions when AWS violate IHL. This concern, however, is not unanimously shared. Susanne Burri, while acknowledging as a serious possibility that AWS can cause violations of just war and IHL principles, suggests that this worry is properly defused when “a conscientious
human commanding officer deploys [AWS] only in contexts where they are able to identify sufficient conditions for the morally permissible infliction of lethal harm.\textsuperscript{34} Should a commander deploy an autonomous weapons system in a context where such a sufficiency condition is not fulfilled, she would be held responsible for unacceptable damages. Fulfilling this sufficiency condition presupposes, however, an epistemic assessment of AWS capabilities and action outcomes in each given battlefield situation on the part of commanding officers.

Clearly, the epistemic assessment that commanders must come up with need not exclude altogether the risk of undesired outcomes. As Johannes Himmelreich points out, a commander may have control only over a probabilistic outcome of her orders in general and of AWS actions in particular.\textsuperscript{35} Accordingly, Himmelreich introduces the notion of “robust tracking control” to capture the commander’s control duties with their attending epistemic risks and responsibilities, suggesting that

\[
\text{an } a \text{ has control over whether an outcome } x \text{ occurs if [1] there is an order } a \text{ can give, such that [2] if } a \text{ were to give this order, then } x \text{ would occur (in all relevantly similar situations), and [3] if } a \text{ were not to give this order, then } x \text{ would not occur (in all relevantly similar situations).}\textsuperscript{36}
\]

One should be careful to note that in order to infer that outcome $x$ of an AWS action is under their robust tracking control, commanders must be in the position to assert with a high level of confidence that the actual battlefield situation is similar in all relevant aspects to their own cognitive model of the battlefield situation and its predicted outcomes. Confidence in this similarity judgment is bound to decrease as the incompleteness and uncertainty characterizing the commander’s cognitive model of the battlefield increases. In particular, cluttered and unstructured battlefield situations—involving, for example, sustained interactions among opposing groups of soldiers, AWS, and other artificial agents—are likely to admit only incomplete and uncertain representations.

In these scenarios, the critical autonomy of weapons systems becomes incompatible with the preservation of robust tracking control. Commanders may not be in the position to license the required epistemic assessment about fast interactions between complex AWS or rapid environmental changes impinging on even relatively simple loitering systems such as the Harpy NG. As noted earlier, the Harpy’s extended loitering time and limited perceptual discrimination capacities raise substantive concerns about the sustained persistence in dynamic and unstructured
warfare scenarios of conditions for morally permissible infliction of lethal harm. In such scenarios, civilians and civilian objects may suddenly appear and enemies may rapidly move mobile sources of radar signals from otherwise uninhabited locations to the vicinity of vulnerable locations like schools or hospitals.

The epistemic limitations on the commander’s capability to make robust predictions about the behaviors of AWS are what drive the “accountability gap” problem, especially from the perspective of ICL. Suppose that an autonomous weapons system commits a material act that would be equivalent to a war crime should this act have been performed by human beings. In other words, the AWS targeting decisions, were they taken by human agents, would trigger individual criminal responsibility. Since the direct targeting decision was taken by the AWS, who should be held responsible for its conduct? If sufficiently stringent MHC conditions on the release and subsequent action of the AWS were not in place, commanders might complain that an interruption of their robust tracking control condition occurred due to unexpected epistemic predicaments, such as bizarre perceptual errors of the AI learning system embedded in the AWS or hostile interactions on the battleground. Under these circumstances, commanders could plausibly claim that their responsibility was mitigated, or altogether excluded, “due to epistemic constraints.” The list of potentially responsible persons in the decision-making chain includes those overseeing the AWS operation, manufacturers, robotics engineers, software programmers, and those who conducted the AWS weapons review. These persons may cast their defense against responsibility charges on account of their limited decision-making roles, the complexities of the AWS, or the difficulty of anticipating and testing weapons against all possible battlefield scenarios prior to their actual deployment. Cases may therefore occur where one cannot ascertain the existence of the mental element (intent or knowledge), which is required under ICL to ascribe and punish criminal responsibilities. Consequently, no one would be held criminally responsible, notwithstanding that the conduct at stake materially amounts to an international crime.

As weapons systems become more autonomous in their targeting decisions, the role of individual criminal responsibility (and ICL more generally) becomes smaller in governing the use of armed violence. Despite what some have argued, one cannot balance waning international criminal responsibility by introducing some kind of collective strict liability that would oblige the deploying state to pay for all damages to civilians caused by AWS, independent of the fault of any commanders. Proposals of this kind rest on the incorrect assumption that the
various responsibility regimes embraced by international law are ultimately replaceable among one another. This assumption neglects the “complementarity” among responsibility regimes, which is rooted in the distinction between the “predominantly reparational aspect of state responsibility and the punitive character of criminal law proceedings against individuals.” The latter, indeed, makes ICL unique in playing the crucial function of “pronounc[ing] the wrongfulness of actions that harm the interests of the international community as a whole.”

This is for the simple reason that, as famously affirmed by the Nuremberg Tribunal, international crimes “are committed by men, not by abstract entities, and only by punishing individuals who commit such crimes can the provisions of international law be enforced.”

A sufficiently stringent MHC would enable one to meet this ICL normative requirement, so as to preserve the kind and degree of human control over the critical functions of selecting and engaging targets that is needed to justly ascribe individual criminal responsibility, instead of thwarting it. In this sense, shared control between humans and autonomous weapons should be conceived so as to ensure that humans always play the role of accountability attractors.

AWS as an Affront to Human Dignity

A third cluster of arguments against autonomy in weapons systems is grounded in the principle of human dignity protection, insofar as this principle dictates that decisions affecting the life, physical integrity, and property of human beings involved in an armed conflict should be reserved entirely to human operators and cannot be entrusted to an autonomous artificial agent.

Burri, on the other hand, contends by analogy that “there is nothing unduly selfish or inconsiderate about a lion that hunts down its prey, just as there is nothing disrespectful or insensitive about an LAR (Lethal Autonomous Robot) that has decided to lethally engage an enemy combatant based on the algorithms that were programmed into it.” On our view, this stance belittles the moral implications of life-taking or life-sparing decisions, and reduces these decisions to verifications of legitimacy. Furthermore, Burri’s analogy overlooks the difference between legitimate target assessment and moral evaluations prizing the value of human life. Elaborating on views originally advanced by Thomas Nagel, Sparrow tackles the question of AWS and respect for human dignity. Even in wartime, writes Sparrow, “it is essential that we acknowledge the personhood of those with whom we interact.” And in particular, he continues, “the decision to take another person’s life must be compatible
with such a relationship.” Hence, “when AWS decide to launch an attack the relevant interpersonal relationship is missing. Indeed, in some fundamental sense there is no one who decides whether the target of the attack should live or die. The absence of human intention here appears profoundly disrespectful.”

From the MHC viewpoint, this argument implies that human control should ensure that AWS life-or-death decisions are traceable to human intentions. In other words, humans involved in shared control with autonomous weapons must play the role of moral agency enactors, ensuring that decisions affecting the life, physical integrity, and property of people involved in armed conflicts are not taken by artifacts that fail to qualify as moral agents. Establishing this form of control is likely to conflict with some forms of autonomy in weapons systems, such as those involving autonomous-targeting decisions taken by complex AWS operating in unstructured warfare scenarios and unchecked by human beings over extended temporal and spatial windows. Not invariably so, however, there are limited forms of autonomous targeting in weapons systems that appear to be consistent with human dignity protection requirements.

Each of the arguments examined here so far regarding the capabilities of AWS to select and engage targets is deontological in character, insofar as it makes an appeal to distinctive moral duties (such as the IHL-embedded duty to protect noncombatants, the ICL-embedded duty to preserve criminal responsibility ascriptions in warfare, and the duty to respect human dignity). In addition to these types of deontological arguments, consequentialist arguments have also played a central role in the debate concerning the ethical and legal acceptability of AWS. As noted earlier, Arkin emphasized possible consequentialist advantages of future AWS, such as fewer victims on the battlefield. Others have cautioned instead that AWS make wars easier to wage, thus leading to negative consequentialist appraisals in the wider context of preserving global peace and stability. Such appraisals, however, are comparatively less relevant than the deontological arguments we have outlined in this section in connection with the main problem that we are concerned with—the problem of shaping the contents of MHC. This relationship will be addressed in the concluding section. First, we turn to a normative framework for MHC.

A Normative Framework for MHC

The foregoing ethical and legal reasoning goes a long way in shaping the content of MHC, by pinpointing functions prescriptively assigned to human control, and
by providing criteria with which to distinguish perfunctory from truly meaningful human control. In particular, the arguments above suggest a threefold role that must be fulfilled in order for human control over weapon systems to be considered “meaningful.” First, the obligation to comply with just war principles and IHL in warfare operations entails that human operators must play the role of fail-safe actor, preventing malfunctioning weapons from resulting in direct attacks against the civilian population or excessive collateral damages. Second, to preserve ICL-embedded criminal responsibility ascription, human control must function as an accountability attractor, securing legal conditions for criminal responsibility ascription in case a weapon follows a course of action that is in breach of international law. Third, respect for human dignity demands that human control operates as a moral agency enactor, ensuring that decisions affecting the life, physical integrity, and property of people involved in armed conflicts, including combatants, are not taken by artificial agents. To be ethically and legally sound, therefore, rules aimed at determining MHC obligations should guarantee that these functions are jointly and invariably fulfilled. Let us call “principled” any solution to the MHC problem that meets these conditions for the human element in a scenario of shared control between humans and weapons. Against this backdrop, we will now examine whether major proposed solutions for maintaining MHC qualify as principled solutions in this sense.

**Uniform Solutions**

Several attempts have been made—by scholars, states, and NGOs—to define human-weapon shared control policies dictated by the MHC requirement. While significantly different from one another in many respects, these various proposals generally share a common feature: they aspire to capture optimal partnership using a one-size-fits-all formula that is supposed to apply uniformly to all kinds of weapons systems and all of their possible uses.

This feature is particularly evident in the so-called wider loop approach, advocated by the Dutch government: On this approach, MHC is regarded as having been satisfactorily exercised by human commanders at the planning stage of the targeting process. This approach may have some limited applicability and relevance with regard to the deliberate targeting of military objectives, as long as these are known in advance to exist and can be mapped with reasonable certainty. It is, however, largely unhelpful with regard to dynamic targeting, which pursues targets of opportunity. Moreover, it allows for weapons to have unrestrained
autonomy after deployment. In this way, the Dutch approach appears to be deeply problematic in scenarios populated by civilians: It drives a wedge between the state owing a duty of care to the civilian population and the actual ability to reliably comply with that duty by influencing the course of events through its agents. This is especially true for AWS endowed with the capability of loitering for sustained periods of time in search of enemy targets (like the above-mentioned Harpy NG). After all, the conditions licensing the activation of a loitering AWS by human operators may rapidly change in warfare scenarios characterized by erratic dynamics and surprise-seeking behaviors.

The uniform and overly permissive approach sketched out and advocated by the Dutch government is located at one end of the spectrum of MHC constructs. At the other end of the spectrum, one finds similarly uniform but overly restrictive approaches to defining MHC, whereby no autonomy whatsoever in weapons systems is permitted. While undoubtedly praiseworthy for their attention to humanitarian concerns, these attempts run the risks of (1) banning some weapons whose jus in bello admissibility has so far gone undisputed on ethical or legal grounds, and (2) requiring milder forms of human control to remove the troubling ethical and legal implications potentially ensuing from the autonomy of these weapons. Extant cases in point are the United States’ Phalanx Defense Systems, Israel’s Iron Dome, and the German NBS MANTIS, when they are used as intended—that is, as protective shields from incoming shells and missiles.

A reflection on these systems suggests that a “supervised autonomy,” or “human-on-the-loop,” policy that occupies a middle ground between the two extremes analyzed above might suffice to strip their autonomy of ethically and legally troubling traits.

As defined in the DoD directive, human-supervised AWS are designed “to provide human operators with the ability to intervene and terminate engagements, including in the event of a weapon system failure, before unacceptable levels of damage occur.” Notably, one may use these systems for defending manned installations and platforms from “attempted time-critical or saturation attacks,” provided that they do not select “humans as targets,” which is exactly the case for the defense systems mentioned earlier. While effective for these and similar warfare scenarios, supervised autonomy is not the silver bullet for every ethical and legal concern raised by AWS. To begin with, keeping humans on the loop does not prevent faster and faster offensive AWS from being developed, which
will eventually reduce the role of human operators to a perfunctory supervision of
decisions taken at superhuman speed, leaving only the illusion of meaningful
human control. Moreover, “automation bias”—the human tendency to over
trust machine decision-making—is demonstrably exacerbated when the human
role consists solely of the ability to override decisions that have already been
autonomously made by machines.57

In brief, any desire to grant even limited forms of critical autonomy to weapons
systems58 must be coupled with a principled approach to MHC that includes eth-
ical and legal considerations for the fail-safe actor, accountability attractor, and
moral agency enactor roles identified above. To this end, we suggest giving up
the quest for a one-size-fits-all solution59 to the concept of MHC in favor of a suit-
ably differentiated approach, without relinquishing the demand that this solution
be nonetheless principled.

A Differentiated, Principled, and Prudent Framework for MHC
In order to actually implement the various elements that constitute MHC, we need
rules to bridge the gap between ethical and legal principles, on the one hand, and
specific weapon systems and uses thereof, on the other. These “bridge rules”
should be able to express the fail-safe, accountability, and moral agency conditions
for exercising MHC over weapons systems in context.

Schematically, these rules may be conceived of as “if-then” statements. Their
“if” part should include properties concerning what mission the weapon system
is involved with, where the system will be deployed, and how it will perform its
tasks. The “what properties” must specify operational goals (defensive vs. offen-
sive); the targeting modes (deliberate vs. dynamic); and the nature of targets to
be engaged (human combatants, human-occupied vehicles, and/or inhabited
military objects vs. uninhabited vehicles and military objects). The “where
properties” must concern dynamic features of the environment, including inter-
actions with hostile autonomous artificial agents, and have special regard for
the presence of civilians, civilian objects, and friendly forces. The “how properties”
must concern information-processing and sensory-motor capabilities that the
system puts to work in its mission and that affect its overall controllability and
predictability. Learned decision-making and “swarm intelligence” abilities
(which may increasingly characterize future AWS), jointly with loitering capabil-
ities, are significant cases of “how properties” raising concerns from an MHC
perspective.60
The “then” part of the bridge rules should establish what kind of human-machine shared control would be legally required on each use of a given weapons system. Following (and only slightly modifying) a taxonomy proposed by Noel Sharkey, one may consider five basic levels (Ls) of human-machine interactions to fill in the then part of the bridge rules. These are ordered according to decreasing levels of human control and increasing levels of machine control in connection with target selection and engagement tasks.

**L₁**: A human engages with and selects targets, and initiates any attack.
**L₂**: A program suggests alternative targets and a human chooses which to attack.
**L₃**: A program selects targets and a human must approve them before the attack.
**L₄**: A program selects and engages targets, but is supervised by a human who retains the power to override its choices and abort the attack.
**L₅**: A program selects targets and initiates an attack on the basis of the mission goals as defined at the planning/activation stage, without further human involvement.

On these assumptions, an if-then rule may—for instance—assume the following form: “IF the weapons system is programmed to perform an exclusively antimagreel defensive function (what property) AND is deployed in a sufficiently structured scenario (where property), THEN (L₄) human operators must be put in charge of supervising the weapon’s selection of targets and be given the power to override its choices.”

As noted by Heather Roff and Richard Moyes, it “may be difficult in detailed terms” to specify what is the appropriate level of control needed to establish MHC for each use of a weapons system, as too many contextual factors may come into play. However, within the wide space of “differentiated” and “principled” solutions to the MHC problem, we argue for a solution that is also “prudential,” in the sense of taking every reasonable precaution to preserve the fail-safe, accountability, and moral agency contents of MHC, thereby minimizing the risk of IHL breaches, accountability gaps, or affronts to human dignity, described in “The Ethical and Legal Case for Meaningful Human Control” section of this article. Against the background of L₁–L₅, the gist of a differentiated, principled, and prudential solution to MHC is specifiable by means of (1) a general default policy and (2) exceptions formulated as specific bridge rules. The default policy would require that higher levels of human control (L₁ and L₂) should be applied, unless the given autonomous weapons system is an exception that the international community of states has agreed to handle by means of specific bridge rules allowing for lower levels of human control.
Bridge rules for internationally agreed-upon exceptions should specify what level of interaction (L1–L5) is required to ensure the threefold role of MHC (failsafe actor, accountability attractor, moral agency enactor) as a function of suitable combinations of the what, where, and how properties. Deviations from the general default policy should be crafted by taking into account the following observations:

1. The L4 human supervision and veto level might be deemed acceptable only for AWS with exclusively anti-materiel defensive functions (what property).
2. Deliberate targeting (what property) by AWS may be pursued at L3. Since targeting decisions have actually been taken by humans at the planning stage, operators have only to confirm that no changes occurred in the battle space that may affect the lawfulness of the operation.
3. One may allow human control at L3 for AWS programmed to engage human or humanly inhabited targets (what property) when activated in fully structured scenarios (where property), such as in the high seas or deserts where civilians and civilian objects are not present. Unlike L4, L3 ensures that a human on the attacking end can verify whether there are persons hors de combat and take appropriate denial or granting measures. An example of AWS potentially operating in a fully structured environment is the legacy South Korean robotic sentry Super aEgis II, which patrols the Korean demilitarized zone and is reportedly able to function in full autonomous mode.64
4. Capabilities that may reduce the predictability of weapon systems’ behavior, such as loitering, learned decision-making, and swarming (how properties), should in principle be treated as factors pushing toward the application of higher levels of human control (L1 and L2).
5. The full autonomy of L5 should be considered incompatible with the MHC requirement. While it is true that operational constraints set at the planning or activation stages may play an important role in limiting weapons’ autonomy, this “boxed autonomy” alone is insufficient to ensure MHC,65 unless operational space and time frames are so severely circumscribed as to make targeting decisions reliably traceable to human operators.

The latter exclusion is suitably illustrated by reference to homing fire-and-forget munitions; that is, precision-guided munitions that use passive sensors or active
seekers to track onto moving targets. Most fire-and-forget munitions simply lock on targets preselected by human operators, thereby meeting the highest human control level (L1). Those involving mutual coordination to avoid hitting the same target can be fired in a salvo to simultaneously attack multiple targets that are close to one another and previously identified by human operators. In this case, each munition might be said, prima facie, to select and engage targets on its own based on mission goals defined by human operators, which would be an L5 degree of human control. On closer scrutiny, however, the mission is so precisely defined (for example, “Destroy that specific line of enemy tanks”) that nobody would question the conclusion that those targeting decisions are collectively attributable to the human launching the attack and thus fall under L1 human control.

The same conclusion does not hold for fire-and-forget munitions, like the Brimstone, enabled to search for and hit targets within a “kill box” designated by a human operator. Although the lack of loitering capabilities requires the operator to be convinced that there are valid targets within the box (otherwise the missile would be wasted), a missing link is detectable in the decision-making chain, with the consequence that targeting decisions appear in fact to be taken by the weapon system, not by the human user. While this is admittedly a borderline case to be treated with caution, the existence of this missing link speaks against including this functionality of fire-and-forget munitions among candidate exceptions to the general default policy.

In this respect, the history of the Brimstone is particularly instructive. A previous version of the Brimstone, solely operating in the “autonomous” mode, was deemed incompatible with the rules of engagement of the Afghanistan campaign, which prompted the U.K.’s Royal Air Force to issue an urgent operation requirement in 2007, aimed at modifying the existing missiles and enabling human selection of targets through laser guidance (“a man-in-the-loop capability,” in the manufacturer’s own wording). Contrary to what is sometimes maintained, therefore, the ethical and legal acceptability of offensive autonomy—even in such a limited form—is far from undisputed, even among the primary users of these weapons systems.

The Quality of Human Involvement: Design and Training
The MHC requirement is compatible, as the above observations suggest, with various forms of human-weapon partnerships in critical target selection and
engagement functions. The MHC requirement is also compatible—in limited circumstances—with the preservation of the critical autonomy of some weapons systems. Nevertheless, the incompatibility of MHC with L5 means that human operators retain some exclusive control privileges throughout, notably the power to approve at L3 or veto at L4 machine targeting decisions. In all these cases, it is crucial to ensure a proper quality of human involvement, so that human control privileges are meaningfully exerted. This requires intervention at both the design and training stages of AWS life cycles.68

AWS should be designed to provide human operators and commanders with sufficient humanly understandable information about machine data processing, thus achieving adequate situational awareness (“interpretability” requirement); and to obtain an account of the reasons why the machine suggests or intends to take a certain targeting decision (“explainability” requirement). Moreover, military personnel training should foster awareness of both established and likely limits in the proper functioning of weapons systems and related predicaments in the capability to predict and control their behavior.69

**Which Legal Regime Should Be Used for Meaningful Human Control over Weapons Systems?**

At the August 2018 meeting of the GGE, the delegations of Austria, Brazil, and Chile submitted a joint proposal for a mandate to “negotiate a legally binding instrument to ensure meaningful human control over critical functions in lethal autonomous weapon systems.”70 One may legitimately doubt that this proposal will be swiftly followed up within the CCW institutional framework, as some major military powers, including the United States, have been resisting a solution of this kind, although the recent call by the ICRC for new legally binding rules on AWS may prove to be a game changer. At the same time, however, this article’s proposal to relinquish the quest for a one-size-fits-all solution to the MHC issue in favor of a suitably differentiated approach may help sidestep this stumbling block at the CCW. Indeed, diplomatic and political discontent about an MHC requirement that appears to be overly restrictive with respect to the limited autonomy of some weapons systems (such as the Phalanx, Iron Dome, and NBS MANTIS) might be mitigated by recognizing the possibility of negotiating exceptions to L1–L2 human control, as long as one is able to identify weapons systems and contexts of use in which milder forms of human control are acceptable. In any
case, one cannot ignore the possibility that concerned states may at some point explore alternative venues to negotiate an international agreement establishing the MHC requirement, as has already occurred with the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention. It seems therefore appropriate to begin thinking about the content of such a—for now wholly hypothetical—treaty. In light of the foregoing, we suggest including the following in any MHC convention or protocol:

1. The MHC requirement for all weapon systems must be stated in a provision of general purport. Its specific contents should be clarified in three ensuing parts: “control in use,” “training,” and “control by design.”

2. The control in use part will undoubtedly be the more important and challenging part for states to agree upon. As explained above, our ethically and legally motivated suggestion is to establish higher levels of human control (L1–L2) as a default policy, and to regulate exceptions thereto by way of internationally accepted bridge rules.

3. The provision(s) on training and control by design must spell out state obligations as set out in the section on the quality of human involvement.

4. Crucial to the actual MHC implementation is the introduction of transparency obligations, verification procedures, and confidence-building measures. The analysis carried out here provides some indications as to what information State Parties should collectively share. For instance, states should notify other parties of any proposed exception to the default policy, formalize the exception by means of suitable bridge rules, and provide proper ethical and legal motivations as a basis for shared decision-making.

This outline allows one to pinpoint both the common ground between and the distinguishing features of our proposal and the one recently put forth by the ICRC. In a nutshell, the ICRC proposal contains two prohibitions of general character regarding (1) anti-personnel AWS and (2) AWS that are by design unpredictable. Outside these two provisions, autonomy in weapons systems is permitted, albeit subject to robust constraints, including—but not limited to—the requirement of human supervision and veto power (as at L4). A differentiated approach is thus adopted by the ICRC proposal too. Indeed, anti-personnel and anti-materiel uses of weapons systems are subject to different levels of human control: denied autonomy (L1 and L2) for anti-personnel uses and supervised autonomy (L4) for anti-materiel uses. A crucial difference, however, between
the ICRC proposal and our own lies in the content of the default rule. The prudential character of our proposal is expressed by a default rule that is unambiguously restrictive, as it applies throughout in the absence of specific provisions to the contrary. Indeed, the higher levels of human control (L1 and L2) are imposed on all weapons systems that go unmentioned in internationally agreed upon designated exceptions. The ICRC proposal makes no mention of a similarly restrictive default policy, to be applied to all cases not covered by the prohibition of anti-personnel and unpredictable AWS. Admittedly, the constraints on admissible AWS set out by the ICRC suggest the idea that the higher levels of human control (L1 and L2) should be applied in all but a quite limited number of circumstances. Nonetheless, we maintain that the need to minimize the risk of IHL breaches, accountability gaps, or affronts to human dignity is better ensured by a less open-ended formulation. In particular, our restrictive interpretation, rejecting as impermissible what is not explicitly agreed on by states, would offer legal instruments to contrast unilateral, runaway uses of AWS threatening compliance with MHC and yet falling outside the scope of the ICRC requested prohibitions.

During GGE talks, Switzerland alternatively propounded to address the AWS regulation issue through a so-called compliance-based approach. This less ambitious alternative to an MHC convention/protocol gained widespread support among military powers. States would be demanded to implement strict national weapons reviews so as to guarantee that autonomy in weapons systems would comply with international law. National weapons reviews might in principle conform to our differentiated, principled, and prudential MHC framework. The DoD directive “Autonomy in Weapons Systems” is a remarkable case in point, as it envisages training and design guidelines jointly with differentiated policies for human control. Room is made in it for autonomous targeting solely in relation to the application of “non-lethal, non-kinetic force . . . against materiel targets,” and human-supervised autonomy is admitted for the defense of human-inhabited installations or platforms against “time-critical or saturation attacks” and “with the exception of selecting humans as targets.” Adopting this policy as a legal yardstick for national weapons reviews would go a long way toward MHC enforcement. It should be noted, however, that the same directive authorizes high-ranking U.S. officials to override this very policy. Accordingly, a weapons system failing a legal review in the United States today may pass it in the future on account of newly introduced policy changes. This possibility exposes a major flaw of national weapons reviews in the absence of internationally shared legal frameworks, for
legal review criteria may radically differ from one state to another (or within the same state over time). This fragmentation risk is hardly avoidable by the mere sharing of national best practices.

**Conclusion**

We have argued in this article for a principled, differentiated, and prudential MHC framework. Selected ethical and legal reasons advanced in AWS debates buttress a principled stand on indefeasible fail-safe actor, accountability attractor, and moral agency enactor roles for human controllers of weapons systems. Given the wide variety of AWS and the graded and normative concerns they give rise to, these core requirements can be met by adopting suitably differentiated approaches, which neither rule out all autonomy in weapons systems nor relegate human control to a nominal or perfunctory role. And differentiated control levels must be modulated along the “what,” “where,” and “how” dimensions of weapons systems tasks and capabilities. Finally, our framework is prudential, in that stricter forms of human control are applied by default on precautionary grounds, unless another form is otherwise agreed on by the international community of states.

A final remark is in order, which concerns the relationship between the outlined core contents of MHC and the stability and peace concerns raised by AWS. While ultimately motivated here by deontological reasons, the core contents of MHC would also prove effective from a consequentialist perspective. Crucially, by enforcing the MHC requirement in the ways unfolded here, one connects the tempo of military attacks to human cognitive capacities and reaction times (with the notable exception of certain uses of defensive AWS), thereby mitigating the widespread concern that autonomy in weapon systems might lead to an acceleration in the pace of war that is incompatible with human cognitive and sensory motor limitations. By preserving the MHC communication channel between humans and weapons systems, as even required under the L3 and L4 exceptions, one indeed sets up a bulwark against the risk of runaway interactions between AWS that can lead to unintentional outbreaks of conflict.
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Abstract: The notion of meaningful human control (MHC) has gathered overwhelming consensus and interest in the autonomous weapons systems (AWS) debate. By shifting the focus of this debate to MHC, one sidesteps recalcitrant definitional issues about the autonomy of weapons systems and profitably moves the normative discussion forward. Some delegations participating in discussions at the Group of Governmental Experts on Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems meetings endorsed the notion of MHC with the proviso that one size of human control does not fit all weapons systems and uses thereof. Building on this broad suggestion, we propose a “differentiated”—but also “principled” and “prudential”—framework for MHC over weapons systems. The need for a differentiated approach—namely, an approach acknowledging that the extent of normatively required human control depends on the kind of weapons systems used and contexts of their use—is supported by highlighting major drawbacks of proposed uniform solutions. Within the wide space of differentiated MHC profiles, distinctive ethical and legal reasons are offered for principled solutions that invariably assign to humans the following control roles: (1) “fail-safe actor,” contributing to preventing the weapon’s action from resulting in indiscriminate attacks in breach of international humanitarian law; (2) “accountability attractor,” securing legal conditions for international criminal law (ICL) responsibility ascriptions; and (3) “moral agency enactor,” ensuring that decisions affecting the life, physical integrity, and property of people involved in armed conflicts be exclusively taken by moral agents, thereby alleviating the human dignity concerns associated with the autonomous performance of targeting decisions. And the prudential character of our framework is expressed by means of a rule, imposing by default the more stringent levels of human control on weapons targeting. The default rule is motivated by epistemic uncertainties about the behaviors of AWS. Designated exceptions to this rule are admitted only in the framework of an international agreement among states, which expresses the shared conviction that lower levels of human control suffice to preserve the fail-safe actor, accountability attractor, and moral agency enactor requirements on those explicitly listed exceptions. Finally, we maintain that this framework affords an appropriate normative basis for both national arms review policies and binding international regulations on human control of weapons systems.
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